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A platform is the vehicle or carrier for remote
sensors for which they are borne

In Remote Sensing platforms are used to house
sensors which are obtain data for remote
sensing purposes, and are classified according to
their heights and events to be monitored.





PLATFORMS USED FOR REMOTE SENSING:

• A platform is the vehicle or carrier for remote 
sensors for which they are borne

• They are classified into three categories.

• · Ground-based

• · Airborne

• · Space-borne



Ground-Based Platforms

Mobile Hydraulic Platforms
Carried on vehicles
Extendable to a height of 15m above the surface.
At the top of the platform there are:
• Spectral reflectance meters
• Photographic systems
• IR or Microwave scanners
Linked to data loggers in the vans.
• Limitation: vehicles limited to roads, and the range is 

confined to small area
• along or around the road.





Portable Masts

• Used to support cameras and scanners

• E.g. a Land Rover fitted with an extending 
aerial

• · Limitation: very unstable in windy conditions.



Portable Masts



Towers

>Can be dismantled 

and moved from one 

place to another.

>Offer greater rigidity 

than masts but are less 

mobile and require 
more

time to erect.



Weather Surveillance Radar



• A Weather Surveillance Radar is of the long range type
which detects and tracks typhoons and cloud masses at
distance of 400 kilometres or less.

• This radar has a rotating antenna disk preferably
mounted on top of a building free from any physical
obstruction.

• Radio energy emitted by the transmitter and focused
by the antenna shoots outward through the
atmosphere in a narrow beam.

• The cloud mass, whether it is part of a typhoon or not,
reflects a small fraction of the energy back to the
antenna



• This reflected energy is amplified and displayed visually 
on a radar scope.

• The distance or slant range of the target from the radar 
is determined through the elapsed time the signal is 
transmitted and then received as an echo.

• Direction is determined by the direction at which the 
focused beam is pointing at the

• instant the echo is received.
• · The radar is a useful tool in tracking and monitoring 

tropical cyclones.

.



Ground based platforms can also be classified according to 
operational range

• · Short range systems
Operate at ranges of 50-100m with panoramic scanning 
and are often used to map building interiors or small 
objects 
• Medium range systems
Operate at distances of 150-250m, also achieving 
millimetre accuracies in high definition surveying in 3D 
modelling applications e.g bridge and dam monitoring
• · Long range systems
Can measure at distances of up to 1km and are frequently 
used in open-pit mining and topographic survey 
applications. 



Areal Photo by balloon



AIRBORNE PLATFORMS
BALLOON BASED MISSIONS AND MEASUREMENTS

High flying balloons provide an important tool for probing
the atmosphere. Such balloon launches form an essential
part of high altitude atmospheric research.

There are three major advantages of the balloon
program Including the following:

1. The balloon has extensive altitude range they can
cover. They provide a unique way of covering a broad
range of altitudes for in-situ or remote sensing
measurements in the stratosphere. Of particular interest
is the 22-40 km region, which is higher than the altitude
range of current aircraft such as the ER-2.



2. The balloon instruments provide the opportunity for
additional, correlative data for satellite based
measurements, including both validation ("atmospheric
truth") and complementary data (for example,
measurement of species not measured from the space
based instrument).

3. Balloon based platforms constitute an important and
inexpensive venue for testing instruments under
development. These can be either potential instruments
for unmannedaerial vehicles (UAV) or, in some cases, for
satellite based remote sensing instruments.



Radiosonde

Radiosonde, an airborne instrument used for
measuring pressure, temperature and relative
humidity in the upper air.

• · The instrument is carried aloft by a
meteorological balloon inflated with hydrogen.

• · The radiosonde has a built-in high frequency
transmitter that transmits data from the
radiosonde meter and recorded on the ground by
a specially designed radiosonde receiver.



• Radiosonde



Rawinsonde

• · The rawinsonde is
an electronic device
used for measuring
wind velocity,
pressure,
temperature and
humidity aloft. It is
also attached to a
balloon and as it
rises through the
atmosphere,



• Wind Finding Radar

• · It determines the speed and direction of 
winds aloft by means of radar echoes. A radar 
target is attached to a balloon and it is this 
target that is tracked by ground radar. The 
bearing and time of interval of the echoes is 
evaluated by a receiver.





• In airborne remote sensing, downward or sideward looking sensors are
mounted on an aircraft to obtain images of the earth's surface.

• An advantage of airborne remote sensing, compared to satellite remote
sensing, is the capability of offering very high spatial resolution images (20
cm or less).

• The disadvantages are low coverage area and high cost per unit area of
ground coverage.

• It is not cost-effective to map a large area using an airborne remote sensing
system.

• Airborne remote sensing missions are often carried out as one-time
operations, whereas earth observation satellites offer the possibility of
continuous monitoring of the earth.

• Analog aerial photography, videography, and digital photography are
commonly used in airborne remote sensing. Synthetic Aperture Radar
imaging is also carried out on airborne platforms.

• Analog photography is capable of providing high spatial resolution.

• Digital photography permits real-time transmission of the remotely sensed
data to a ground station for immediate analysis.



Aircraft have several useful advantages as 
platforms for remote sensing systems.

• Aircraft can fly at relatively low altitudes thus allowing
for sub-meter sensor spatial resolution.

• Aircraft can easily change their schedule to avoid
weather problems such as clouds, which may block a
passive sensor's view of the ground.

• Last minute timing changes can be made to adjust for
illumination from the sun, the location of the area to
be visited and additional revisits to that location.

• Sensor maintenance, repair and configuration changes
are easily made to aircraft platforms.

• Aircraft flight paths know no boundaries except
political boundaries.



Disadvantages of aircraft as platforms in 
remote sensing.

• Getting permission to intrude into foreign
airspace can be a lengthy and frustrating process.

• The low altitude flown by aircraft narrows the
field of view to the sensor requiring many passes
to cover a large area on the ground.

• The turnaround time it takes to get the data to
the user is delayed due to the necessity of
returning the aircraft to the airport before
transferring the raw image data to the data
provider's facility for preprocessing.



AIRCRAFT PLATFORMS INSTALLED IN THE WINGS



SPACE BORNE PLATFORMS.



SPACE BORNE PLATFORMS.

In space borne remote sensing, sensors are 
mounted on-board a spacecraft (space shuttle 
or satellite) orbiting the earth.

Space borne platforms include the following:

• Rockets, Satellites and space shuttles. Space 
borne platforms range from 100 to 36000 km 
above the earth’s surface. 



• This is shown below,

Space shuttle: 250-300 km

Space stations: 300-400 km

Low level satellites: 700-1500 km

High level satellites: About 36000 km

In space borne platforms, sensors are mounted 
on-board a spacecraft (space shuttle or 

satellite) orbiting the earth.



Space borne remote sensing provides the 

following advantages:

• Large area coverage;

• Frequent and repetitive coverage of an area of 
interest;

• Quantitative measurement of ground features 
using radiometrically calibrated sensors;

• Semi automated computerised processing and 
analysis;

• Relatively lower cost per unit area of coverage.



SATELLITES .

• A Satellite is any object man made or natural that
revolves around a planet in a circular or elliptical
path.

• In general, satellites are placed in one of three
types of orbits around the Earth:

Geostationary, polar or sun-synchronous.

• The type of orbit determines the design of the
sensor, its altitude with respect to the Earth, and
its instantaneous field of view (the area on the
Earth which can be viewed at any particular
moment in time).



Low level satellites: 700-1500 km

• They are also referred to as the Low level Earth observation satellites (LEO).

• LEO satellites are often sun synchronous i.e. they remain fixed with respect to the
sun with the earth rotating under the satellite.

• These satellites are deployed as a special case of polar orbits, where each
successive orbit crosses the equator at intervals of 15 degrees of longitude and
precessing around the entire globe once per day.

• The satellite will pass over every location on earth at the same local solar time.

• These are the most common orbits for remote sensing satellites in order to
provide illumination for passive sensors.

• Active sensors such as radar and lidar may not require the Sun's illumination for
imaging, but they do rely on solar energy as a source of power.

• This reason and the global coverage provided by a polar orbit make a sun-
synchronous orbit a good choice for a space borne laser profiler.



• They are divided into two broad categories 
namely:

• i). Polar orbiting satellites

• ii). Near polar orbiting satellites



ISRO, PSLV



i). Polar orbiting satellites

Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites (POES) 
are placed in circular sunsynchronous orbits and 
their altitudes usually range from 700 to 800 km, 
with orbital periods of 98 to 102 minutes.

Polar orbiting satellites pass above (or nearly 
above) each of the Earth's poles, and pass over the 
equator at a different longitude, on each revolution, 
as illustrated in the figure below.





A polar orbiting satellite eventually sees every 
part of the Earth's surface, which is highly desirable 
for remote sensing applications, including lidar.

• ·Polar orbiting satellite have a good spatial 
resolution, typically 1-50km per pixel.

They are further subdivided into equatorial 
orbiting satellites whose orbits are within the plane 
of the equator and polar orbiting satellites whose 
orbits are in the plane of the earth’s polar axis.



ii).Near polar orbiting satellites

A near polar orbit is one with the orbital 
plane inclined at a small angle with respect to 
the earth's rotation axis.

• A satellite following a properly designed near 
polar orbit passes close to the poles and is 
able to cover nearly the whole earth surface in 
a repeat cycle.





High level satellites: About 36000 km

• These are the Geostationary or
geosynchronous satellites.

• They appear to be stationary with respect to
the Earth, as shown in the Figure below,



Geo synchronous





Difference between Geosynchronous 
and Geostationary



• They must be placed at a very high altitude (~
36,000 km) in order to produce an orbital period
equal to the period of Earth's rotation.

• Any sensor onboard a geosynchronous satellite is
viewing the same area of the Earth at all times,
and because of the high latitude, this is usually a
very large area.

• Communications and weather satellites are the
most common examples of geosynchronous
orbits.



• In general, imaging and mapping satellites are not 
geosynchronous because;

• a) The resolution of imagery or mapping data 
acquired from this great distance would be very 
coarse,

• b) Most satellite remote sensing applications are 
based on the availability of world-wide coverage,

• c) Passive remote sensing systems require the 
Sun's illumination. While lidar, an active sensor, 
does not require daylight, the first two reasons 
make geosynchronous lidar profilers impractical.



Advantages of Geostationary Satellites for remote 
imaging

• The advantage of their great height is that 
they can view the whole earth disk below 
them, rather than a small subsection

• They can scan the same area very frequently 
(typically every 30-60 minutes). This makes 
them ideal for meteorological applications.



Disadvantages of Geostationary 
Satellites for remote imaging

• As they are positioned at such a high altitude
the spatial resolution is not as good as some
polar orbiting satellites.

• Since they are always positioned above the
equator they can't see the north or south
poles and are of limited use for latitudes
greater than 60-70 degrees north or south.



The further from the equator the lower the
spatial resolution of each pixel and the greater
the possibility of being hidden by the earth's
curvature. So, for a typical Meteosat image a
pixel near the equator may represent a 2.5Km
square on the ground, but a pixel positioned for
example in Northern Europe may represent
10Km on the ground and therefore provide less
information (such as temperature, vegetation,
wind speed, albedo, etc) per square metre.




